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IS rumored that
beer booq will replace
absinthe In popular
favor in Paris.
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Gill
Austrian Destroyer Is Sunk Oit Corfu by
BATTLE.
AT

LAST LINE OF FOR

IS PASSE D BY

1

British Warship

a
1

Fff Elsjfl
FOUR

I! ETWEEN TEUTONS AND PARIS

EXPLOSION

IKE

TOE

FIGHTING OF I NvADING TROOPS;

TANK

JAPAN ANN OUNCES OPENIN G OF SIII III: OF MALI CHOW, CHINA
CENSORSHIP

OF

WAR NEWS IS
STRICT
PEOPLE ARE

ENGLISH

IGNORANCE

KEPT

IN

REGARDING

CRUCIAL BATTLE

FAILS TO REPORT THE RESULT
..

BRITISH COMMANDER WIRES HIS
FORCE HAVE MET THE
GERMANS

IS HIGHLY

LONDON

FEARS FELT AS TO

EXCITED
OUTCOME

OF TRUGGLE ON THE
FRENCH BORDER

It was recircles
hereto,
shipping
ported
day that six more British cruisers had been ordered to the Atlantic coast to blockade American
ports against the escape of German merchant ships and to clear
the north Atlantic of the enemy's
The British consul
warships.
general here would neither confirm nor deny the report.
New York, Aug. 28.
in

r:4:

London, Aug. 28. The Belgian
foreign minister reports that the
Belgian city of Louvaln in th
province of Brabant has been
burned by the Germans. Louvain
was evacuated by the Belgians
August 21. It Is situated 15 miles
east of Brussels and had a population of about 50,000. It contained
many notable buildings, including
the Hotel De Ville, described as
one of the most beautiful Gothic
structures In the world. Brewing
and distilling and the manufacture
of tobacco, lace and starch were
the principal Industries.

Washington, Aug. 28 Ambassa-- .
dor Page in London today Inform-- d
the state department that the
regulations
British
censorship
provide that only messages passing between diplomatic missions
and the government at Washington may go In cipher. All other
cablegrams must be open.
Washington, Aug. 28. Emperor Nicholas off Russia today acofknowledged President Wilson's
fer of mediation. All the warring
'
European nations have now re-- 1
none has indicated more
but
plied,
than the acknowledgment.
Rome (via London), Aug. 28.
at Trieste,
The correspondent
Austria, of the Messaggero, says:
"A serious condition prevails at
Pola, where the troops have been
reduced to half rations. An en- -
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CAR

ON N. O. T. & M. IS FOL
LOWED BY SEROIUS RE- -

WRECK

j,

SULTS

trenched camp Is being constructed around Pola.
"The Austrian troops operating
In the south have been ordered
to remain on the defensive, as
large numbers of troops have
been taken from Bosnia and sent
to Galicia to oppose the Russians,
who are making alarming progress."

ported to the navy department

TODAY'S DEVELOPMENTS

not given.

declared.
Field Marshal Sir John French, commander in chief of the British ex-peditionary forces, reports that his troops were atackel by five German
army corps and cavalry Wednesday In the neighborhood of Cambria and
He does not state the
Lecateau,, and that their casualties were heavy.
outcome of the battle. Cambria and Lecateau are French towns about
ten miles southwest of Maubeuge and the description of the scene of the
ghting reported by Field Marshal French and announced in the house
of commons by Premier Asquith today fits In with tlhe battle line Indicated

at

EAST PRUSSIA A

SLIPS FROM ADERRICK. CHAIN

PREY TO THE

REPAIR CREW LETS EQUIPMENT;
FALL AND SPARK IGNITES

Washington Notified
Washington, Aug. 28. The Japanese embassy here today was notified
from Tokio of the blockade of Kiao

n

Berlin, Aug, 28 (by wireless to the
Associated Press, via Sayville, L. I.).
Headquarters has issued an official
report that the western enemy has
everywhere been defeated and Is In
full retreat after nine days" fighting.
General VonKluk, who defeated the;
English army at Maubeuge, renewed
the attack today and threatened to
surround 1L . ., r v.
Generals Von Beulow and Von Haus-e- n
completely defeated the Franco-Belgia- n
forcea, about eight corps, between the Sambre and Namur and the
Meuee in several days' battle and are
now pursuing them to the eastward
of Maubeuge.
The attack on Maubeuge was opened by the Grand Duke Albrecht of
Wurtemburg, who defeated and pursued the enemy across the SemoLs
and the Meuse.
The German crown prince Is advancing raDldlv towards the Meuse and
the crown primce of Bavaria has re- Nancy and the
pulsed an attack f

that

his torpedo floiilla ran into a typhoon.
The boats were scattered and five
men lost their lives as a result of the
storm. The location of the fleet is

A serious reverse to arms on the French frontier is officially announcAfter nine days' fighting, the Germans claim to have put the
ed In Berlin.
western line of the allies to flight. The English, it asserted, were defeat-e- d
forces driven back toward
at Maubeuge, France, and the Franco-BelgiaMaubeuge.
Belgian attacks from Nancy and Antwerp were repulsed, it Is

i

OIL

RUSSIANS
INJURED MEN MAY 'SUCCUMB

Chow.
CZAR'S

NEWPORT SURPRISED
AT TENNIS

RESULTS

Berlin.
MCt'J,JOHfetfc6&-H-M.CSET SINCE GOING
EAST

An. English correspcTiderrt-BtLMter-rrmwS-hat
and Marchiennes, French
guards of the Germans is now at pont
Nord. A newspaper disIn
due
Lille
the department
towns just south of
the French lines
broke
the
Germans
through
from
says
Bologne
patch
he French have
that
De
but
Has
near Arras in the province of,
Galias,
the situation 'well In hand.

.

:.

KILLED

ARMY

TREMENDOUS

IS

LIKELY TO OVERWHELM
THE DISTRICT

KAISER

APPEAL

TO

PEOPLE

Ot

TELLS THEM TO GIVE OF BLOOD
AND MONEY TO SUPPORT
THE FATHERLAND

THREE OF THE SURVIVORS ARE
REPORTED IN SEROIUS
CONDITION

Kunice, La., Aug. 28. Four perso'. a
were killed and three others probably
fatally Injured today near Savoie, I.e..
when gasoline in a tank car ot tl.
New Orleans, Texas & Mexico railroad exploded. The explosion occurred several hours after the tank car
had been derailed in a wreck.
The dead are:
HOMER S. BABGETT, assistant su
perintendent of the DeQulncy division
of the road.
of the
M. ROBINSON, member
wrecking crew.
M. K. NELSON, member of the
wrecking crew.
GEORGE PETTIFIELD, brakeman.
Three .men were brought to a hos
pital here probably fatally hurt Soon
after the derailment a wrecking train.
was sent from DeQuincy. ' The explosion occurred when a chain attached
to the car and a derrick slipped.lt
is believed this caused a spark, igniting the oiL

Newport, R I., Aug. 28 Four quickplayed matches in the sixth round
MILLION SOLDIERS
British marines are In force at Ostend. A press dispatch from that of the
tournament for the TEN
town says that the Germans are within 20 miles of the place.
national lawn tennis championship in
NICHOLAS IS REPORTKing Charles of Roumanla is reported seriously III.
singles today brought into the Bernl- - EMPEROR
acED TO HAVE MOBILIZED
A British destroyer has sunk an Austrian destroyer off Corfu,
finals, scheduled for tomorrow, Elia
GREAT FOFXES
Fottrell ot San Francisco, R. Norris
cording to a news dispatch from Brindisi, Italy.
Williams of Philadelphia, William J.
German troops are reported as taking the offense in tho Congo.
Loudon, Aug. 28 The Russian emClothier of Philadelphia and Maurice
has received telegrams conbassy
should
wounded
and Lecateau, it Is apparent that the Queen Mary that all
E McLoughlin of San Francisco. The
firming the Russian occupation of TilFrench have been driven back past be sent to hospitals in the local area
will be paired in the order sit, a town in east Prussia, 60 miles
players
For
their line ot frontier fortresses to a of the Datient is being adopted.
Bouth.
northeast of Koenigini. It is added
instance, a man from Kent will be named.
General Von Heerlngen continues Point 20 miles behind that line,
were
matches
Three
Qf
that the Russians made great captoday's
sent to a Kentish hospital.
the pursuit southward through thel "There is no longer any serious
Fottrell defeating tures and that the garrison and popuset
affairs,
straight
in
aid
is
secured,
the
Substantial
German
being
tified obstacle between
The Russians have, esG. F. Touchard of New York; Wil- lation fled.
Four Belgian divisions attacking main advance and Paris. Under the answer to Queen Alexandra's appeal liams
New
of
tablished postal service in east Prus
putting out Karl Behr
that for Red Cross funds by means of
Tuesday and Wednesday from Ant- - circumstances it is not surprising
Wallace
Clothier
and
York
sia and Russian stamps are used.
defeating
boxes taken out on the streets
wern have been repulsed, losing guns the French ministry has resigned and
sur
the
To
of
Johnson
Germans Abandon Guns
Philadelphia.
moat
the
of
One
reconstructed itself as a committee by women workers.
The St. Petersburg correspondent of
of the gallery, the champion,
prise
Is
a
little
workers
of
these
successful
of
public safety,.
nomilatiom Generally
participated in
as a Maurice E. McLoughlin, was compell- the Post, in describing the operations
the fighting, necessitating severe re- -' "Meanwhile, as if a s.iege of Paris girl 8 years old, who, dressed
ed to play an extra set with Clarence In east Prussia, tells of the difficul
two
i was
boxes
obtained
their
in
Cross
nurse,
ow
Red
foremost
CANNOT CONFISCATE
looming
pressive measures.
ties which nature has placed in the
Griffith of San Francisco.
two
on Bond street in
The corps of the last reserves have minds, their first step has been to ap- full of coins
which
and
advance
says
matcl
this
The third set in
way of the Russian
been called out for guard communi- - point a general in supreme command hours,
DEPOSITS IN BANKS
Griffith won, was the second Bet th.--t the Germans had enormously multiof
and
lts
Furis
troops."
cations.
modern
his
difficulties
since
coming
lost
these
by
has
Movements
McLoughlin
plied
Tremendous
Military
No News Reaches London
Berlin Is Exultant
methods. Lake
east last spring. The other set was adaptation of age-ol- d
Rotterdam, Aug. 28 (via London).
No news reached London today can
REGARD
It is difficult to describe the fierce
in lets and marshes were rifle pits and GERMANY'S - THREAT
to
re
Wildm;;
one
which
sort
he
news
no
of
dropped
any
oviiimtinn of nil classes in Berlin over cerning the trend of events on any Absolutely
CITIZENS
1NG
JAPANESE
redoubt's
of
matches.
Davis
of
the
the
locations
where
cup
last day
practical
operations between
the news of the British reverses at part of the battleline where fighting garding military
IS A BIG BLUFF
and the forces of the allies Tlie committee placed the William;:-Beh- r felled timber were piawt. Everyin
ia
Germany
Interest
here
is
in
progress.
as
announced
officially
Maubuege,
encourt
stand
wire
Geron
were
formidable
the
match
where there
to come from
grand
tense, for it is felt that engagements nas been permitted
from army headquarters today.
Immediately upon receipt of a bulto Rotterdam during the last and for two seta Williams so out- tanglements.
a
in
many
must
have
on
now
great
resentment
going
The German
against
this afternoon to the effect that
letin
"We have no exact information,"
Silence two days. It is known, however, tnat classed his Davis cup laam partner
England for having "injected herself" fluence on the fate of Paris.
German
the
how
exchecquer had ordered
three
"of
Behr
allowed
only
he
a
tremendous
that
on
continues,
the
correspondent
into this conflict" and for calling p also stills the progress of events in military operations
of all Japanese acconfiscation
the
in
form
many army corps Germany had leftJ
scale are in progress and it la under- tames.' Behr recovered his
Japan, a yellow race, is so deep that east Prussia and Galicia.
In
German
counts
banks, the Optic
four
Per
ran
advance.
he
which
Russian
third
to
the
the
are
up
sets,
throwing
oppose
stood that the Germans
Russian Navy Active
news of the surrender of the British
a reporter on the job to ascertain
a
got
and
seven
were
to
of
only
this
possibly
there
but
entire
line
proved
one,
the
rally
themselves
haps
against
Te nmillion Russian soldiers have
'
army on the continent will be received
flash, for Williams soon tied the score only ' five. Whatever their number, if such practices are permitted under
allies with unprecedented fury.
with more joy and satisfaction In Ber- been enrolled under the standard of the
Americans arriving here from points and then ran out the set and match three are retreating under cover of the rules of internSational (banking.
lin than tidings of the fall of Paris.
Emperor Nicholas, according to staff
the fortress of Konigsberg asnd one is Prominent Las Vegag bankers when
say that large numbers ia two deuce games.
It is .reported here today that a officers of the Russian army, who on the Rhine are
interclewed upon the subject, dein full flight on Osterode,
into
wounded
being bought
Peters- of
portion of the British force is at pres have arrived here from St
clared
that Germany might confiscate
in
EXHIBIT
their
retreat
MINERAL
"All four flung away
FINE
At' sea also Russia seems to that district.
ent shut up in Maubeuge.
burg.
28 The fine miner- arms and ammunition and even their the accounts of Japanese citizens ia
Santa
Aug.
Fe,
The British populace, inspired by be waking up. The sinking or tne
al and gem exhibits from New Mexico food. The Russian armies by forced German banks, but she would be comJapanese Money Seized
the announcement from military head German cruiser Madgeburg, reported
re28.
at San Diego will Interest the atten- marches have driven a wedge be- pelled to restore the money. Money
A
dispatch,
London, Aug.
quarters that the "iron ring" is mak- yesterday, is hailed here as signifition of the world for their beauty as tween the German forces. So demor- deposited in a bank anywhere is unAmsterdam
from
says
here
ceived
Russian
ing its way around the French, Brit- - cant and as showing that the
as their scientific arrangements. alizing was the Russian commander's der the care of the bank and no per- well
fsh and Belgian forces from Cambrai navy is no longer bottled up in the that the Telegraaf, a local newspaper,
The
German
the
gems which are being collected strategy that the German forces Tten or nation even has the right to
that
exchecquer
declares
to the Vosgeg, exhibits little concern Gulf of Finland, as has been reported.
by"
Francis E. Lester for the expoci-b- y abandoned their entrenchments on the take It away from Its custodians.
hag taken steps to. seize all Japanese
British Wounded Brought Home
regarding the situation on the eastern
Francis E. Lester for the exposi-fines- t Angraph without a fight.
banks.
German
in
frontier of Germany.
Virtually all the wounded men balances
FLOUR PRICES RISE
"The authorities of east Prussia
Blockaded
Chow
specimens and will he attrac
Kiao
the
from
to
England
brought back
San
solid
from
Aug. 28 San Franunder
the
a
Francisco,
have
glass
feeling
bureau
information
panic
displayed
official
says tively
caught
The
front will 'be disembarked at the
London Is Pessimistic
elec- Germany's army. It is reported that cisco millers have raised the price of
concealed
illumined
an
of
fice
by
pyramid
the
admiralty
that
Japanese
from
there
London, Aug. 28. The Chronicle, Southampton docks and
Eastern
mocKaae or tne cuusi tric lights and fastened by brass the commandant of Marienberg has flour forty cents a barrel.
commenting today on "the war's sent to the various hospitals in the nounces tnai
advancer
evacuate
dolmillers
on
have
flour
that
to
mineral
Inhabitants
The
ordered
the
clasns.
specimens
of
leased
German
the
of
territory
country. Nearly all tho big London
progress says:
Prof. the country, while at Elbing the lar a barrel.
a:e
In
declarChina
together
brought
by
has
been
being
Chow
Kiao
list
official
on
the
"Since the great disaster which be hospitals appear
9 a. m. on F. A. Jones will be similiarly displayed sluices were opened with the object
fell the allies in Belgium silence deep- - of hospitals which have made arrange- ed a commencing from
DEPUTY GAME WARDEN
in a most attractive and unusual man of flooding the country to prevent the
27.
the
men.
In
wounde.1
August
er than ever has been imposed by the ments for the
enor
Santa
the
will
be
these
advance.
Fe, Aug. 2S Game and
Russian
ner.
Among
London area there will be established
censorship.
from Fino3
Trinidad C. Baca today P
Asks Support
Warden
ore
Kaiser
Hit
grade
Storm
high
mously
and
by.
Navy
Alexanlra's
Jap
warship,
"From a message sent out 24 hoars also Queen
srnt
Wolff
Bank
the
National
B. Jones of Knnfn Ji!
A
American
Berlin
28.
of
the
of
Altos
pointed
Clyde
by
The
dispatch
commander
Tokio, Aug.
aro by the French embassy showing four other military hospitals.
a depot y raw wi 4on
- at Silver City.
Grant
recounty,
Five.)
Page
(Continued
has
Japanese
squadron
So far as possible the suggestion of the First
fighting on the line between Cambrai
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50c,

Lei V9ijl.oa!in?

Tbe New Goods for Full are coming

Store

&.(xscnitM&l6 Son
EthliiHed

Best white loaf cake, first 1.00;
second, 50c.
Best lemon cream pie, first $1.00;
second, 50c.
Best pumpkin pie, first, $1.00; sec

in very rapidly now.

acquainted with the new styles

South SidePkija

l&ot

Come in and get

Best home made mince pie first,
fliOO; second, 50c.
Best cookies, first, $1.00; second,
50c.

Best doughnuts, first $100; second,
50c.

Best assortment of home made
candy, first, $1.00; second, 50c.
CLASS B

More cl those bargains that have made this store the busy place of the town the
2
last few months. These items are tor cash only and will be on sale lor only days
i

1

SATURDAY AND MONDAY
$1.00 Silk and Cotton ?eU

35c Emb. Pillow Cases 18c

98c

ticoats

-

4.50 Rubberized Rain

cotton Blankets, 62x74
inches, in grey or tan; regular price
89o
1.25; End of. Month sale

Fresh

1,25 Lingerie Waists 50c
iot consists of all 1.25 White

65c Soisette Shirts

selling1.

all sizes;
50c

$125 Crepe Kimonas
second,

COM

FAIR

TO

15c

Broken lot of Brown Egyptian Bal
Shirts and Drawers; End of Month
15c
sale, garment

An odd lot of Corset Waists
regularly 65c each; End of Season
.19c
sale

season's

new

wear

65c Corsets Waistsworth19o

Some are slightly soiled
End of Season sale

89 C

Men's Balbriggan Under-

ient garment; End of Season sale2.98

This
Waists from the

18c

sale -

1,25 Cotton Blankets

$2.98

Coats

style with cape
Made in the slip-o- n
attached. A serviceable and conven-

Embroidered Pillow Cases-wo- rth
regular 35c; End of Season

45x36

Pet-

Jacquard Weave Silk and Cotton
ticoats in all colors, accordeon pleat98c
ed flounce; End of Season gale

35c

Men's 6oc Soisette Shirts, collar attached, in plain colors and striped
35c
patterns; End of Month sale
Women's Crepe Kimonos in all colors
neatly trimmed; a good value at
59c
25 ;End of Month sale

59C

ond, $7,50.

$1.00.

Millet in sheaf, first, $2.00; second,

Best lot of

turkeys, first, $5.00;
second, $2.50.
Sugar cane, first, $2.00; second.
Best lot of geese, first, $5.00;
$1.00.
$2.50.
second,
GOOD
Milo maize, first, $2.00;
second,
Best lot of ducks, first, $5.00;
$1.00.
Vegetables
second, $2.50.
Best exhibit vegetables raised with
Dairy
Best three pounds of country but
irrigation, Division 2, Class A.
Twelve eugat eetn, tiret $2 .00; sec ter, first, $5.00; second, $2.5'Ji
Best three pounds of creamery but
OF ond, $1.00.
IS MADE
ANNOUNCEMENT
of potatoes, first, $100; sec- ter, first, $5.00; second, $2.50.
Bushel
PREMIUMS IN LIVESTOCK AND
ond, $1.00.
Live Stock
GRAIN COMPETITION
Peck of beans, first, $2.00; second,
Best exhibit live stock, Division 5,
$1.00.
Class A. (Those exhibiting live stock
One dozen heads of cabbage, first, will be charged an entry fee of 50c.)
The list of prizes for the San Mi'
fair has $2.00; second, $1.00.
Best bull, any breed, first $10.00;
guel County Agricultural
been issued, and. shows attractive
Six squashes, first, $2.00; se otid, 6econd, $5.00.
cash prizes that should Interest every $1.00.
Best registered cow, any breed,
farmer in the county. The fair will
Six pumpkins, first, $2.00; second, first, $10.00; second, $5.00.
take place October 5, 6 and 7 and will $1.00.
BeBt beef stock exhibit, any breed,
be at the armory as in former years.
Twelve onions, first, $2.00; second, first, $10.00; second, $5.00.
It will be conducted by the San $1.00.
Best dairy exhibit, any breed, bull.
Miguel County Fair association and
Twelve table beets, first, $2.00; sec first, $7.50; second, $3.00.
all prizes will be paid in cash as soon ond, $1.00.
Best dairy exhibit, any breed, cow.
after the exhibition as possible. In Twelve turnips, first, $2.00; second. first, $7.50; second, $5.00.
all divisions mentioned in the prize $1.00.
Live tSock
list there must be at least two comTwelve parsnips, first, $2.00; secBest registered
driving stallion,
peting exhibits before the premium ond, $1.00.
first, $5.00; second, $3.50.
an be awarded.
Twelve carrots, first, $2.00; second,
Best driving horse, first, $5.00; sec
The list follows:
$1.00.
ond, $2.50.
Grains
Twelve oyster plants, first $2.00;
Best registered draft stallion, first,
Best exhibit grams raised on irri second $1.00.
$5.00; second, $2.50.
gated land, Division 1, Class A.
Best registered Jack, first, $5.00;
Vegetables
Oats in sheaf, first, $2.50; second,
second, $2.50.
Best exhibit vegetables raised
$1.50.
Best colt, yearling or under, first,
irrigation, Division 2, Class B.
Wheat in sheaf, first, $2.50; second,
Twelve sugar beets, first $2.00; sec $5.00; second, $2.50.
$1.25.
Best team of horses, draft, first,
ond, $1.00.
Peck of oats, first $2.50; second,
Bushel of potatoes, first $2.00; sec $5.00; second, $2.50.
$1.25.
Best team of mules, first, $5.00;
$1.00.
Peck of wheat, first, $2.50; second, ond,
$2i50.
second,
second,
Peck of beans, first, $2.00;
' $1.25.
Best yoke of oxen, first, $5.00;
$1.00.
Peck of barley, first, $2.50; second,
One dozen heads of cabbage, first, second, $2i50.
$1.25.
Best draft mare with colt by side,
$2.00;
secohd, $1.00.
Ten ears of corn, any xariety, first.
Six squashes, first, $2.00; second first, $7.50; second, $2.50.
$2.00; second, $1.00.
Best driving mare with colt by side,
$1.00.
Bale of alfalfa, first, $2.00; second,
$7.50; second, $5.00.
first,
Six pumpkins, first, $2.00; second,
$1.00.

OFFER

PRIZES

--

$1.00.

Bale of timothy, first $2.00; second,
$1.00.

$1.00.

Twelve onions, first, $2.00; second,
$1.00.

grasses, any variety, first,
Twelve table beets, first, $2.00; sec
$2.00; second, $1.00.
ond $1.00.
Millet in sheaf t, first $2.00; second,
Twelve turnips, first, $2.00; second,
$1.00.
I LOO.
Sugar cane, first, $2.00; second,
Twelve parsnips, first, $2l00; sec$1.00.
Chit

Milo
$1.00.

maize, first, $2.00;

second,

ond $1.00.

Twelve carrots, first, $2.00; second,
$1.00.

3

ond, 50c.

End of Month Sale

Grains
Twelve oyster plants, first, $2.00;
Best exhibit grains raised without second, $1.00.
irrigation, Division 1, Class B.
Fruits
Oats in sheaf, first $2.50; second,
Best exhibit fruits, Division 3,
$1.50.
Class A.
Wheat in sheaf, first $2.50; second,
Best and largest display fruits, all
$1.25.
kinds, first $5.00; second, $2.50.
Peck of oats, first $2.50; second,
Display of apples on 12 plates, first,
$1.25.
$5.00; second $2.50.
Peck of wheat, first, $2.50; second,
Display of pears on 12 plates, first,
$1.25.
$5.00; second, $2.50.
Peck of barley, first, $2.50; second,
Display of plums on 12 plates, first,
$1.25.
$5.00; second, $2.50.
Tea ears of corn, any variety, first,
Poultry
$2.00; second, $1.00.
Best exhibit poultry, Division 4,
Bale of alfalfa, first $2.00; second,
Class A. (Note, a pen consists of one
$1.00.
Bale of timothy, first, $2.00; second, male and four females.)
Person showing best pen of any one
41.00.
Cut grasses, any variety, first $2.00; variety of poultry, first, $10.00; sec

Best painting, water colors, first,
$2.00; second, $1.00..
Best piece of hand painted china,
first, $2.00; second, $1.00.
Best piece burnt wood, first $2.00;
second, $1.00.
Best piece burnt leather, first $2.00;
second, $1.00
Best home made blanket, first
$2.00; second, $1,00.
Best home made rug, first, $2.00;
second $1.00.
Best patch quilt, first, $2.00; sec
ond, $1.00.
Best knitting, first, $2.00; second
$1.00.

CLASS C

embroidery work, in colors,
first $1.00; secono, 50c.
Best embroidery work, in white.
first $1.00; second, 50c.
Best drawn work, first $1.00; sec
ond, 50c.
Best hardanger work, first, $liA0;
second, 50c '
Best cushion, first, $1.00; second,
Best

50c.

Best crochet work, first,

$1.00,

sec

ond," 50c.

Best tatting, first $1.00; second, 50c,
Best Battenberg work, first $1.00;
second, 50c.
The speed program will be Btaged
at Amusement ipark. The list of prizes
for this feature of the fair will be ar
ranged within a short time. Those
in charge of the fair plan to make
this feature one of the most interest
ing of fair week.
Varying Weights of Famous Brains,
The weight of the normal, average
brain is 1,300 grams. Turgenieff, the
famous Russian writer, had the heavi-esbrain on record 2,012 grams. Dan
iel Webster's brain weighed 1,518
grams. That of Doctor Spitzka, who
died recently, weighed 1,400 grams
but it was understood that disease had
reduced it from its normal weight. Bertillon, the famous French detective.
slightly ranked Webster.wlth a weight
of 1,525. Walt Whitman, the Amerlcan poet of nature, forma a curious
exception. Ilis brain weighed only
1,282 grams in other words, less than
the average brain..
-

Second Thoughts in Duel.
In the history of dueling it has sel
dom happened that neither adversary
would fire upon th6 other. Such
case has just occurred at Moscow,
where, after an altercation in a tram
way-caa young staff lieutenant chal
lenged a retired general of over Bixty
to a duel.
The challenge was accepted, and
an encounter with pistols was ar
ranged in a wood. When the signal
co fire was given, to the great sur
prise of the seconds, neither genera
nor lieutenant pulled his trigger.
The former explained afterwards
hat he could not risk destroying a
life over a trivialty, while the
lieutenant said that it was impossible
to Are upon an opponent who had not
raised his arm. Curiously enough, no
reconciliation was effected after the
meeting.
Vitamines Survive Cooking.
Dr. Ieouard Hill, the famous Lon
don physician, contributes to the dis

cussion on vitamines .the assertion
that those contained in wheat are not
destroyed by baking nor are those
that prevent scurvy killed by boiling.
He says all the evidence goes to show
'.hat the vitamines in milk are unaffected by pasteurization and that sterilized miik is therefore suitable for
children.

Live Stock

Best exhibit live stock, Division 5,
Praises This Remedy
Class C.
Best sheep (buck), first $2.00; secfor Lung Trouble
ond, $1.00.
Many people are led to believe that
Lung Trouble Is a disease which cannot
Best sheep (ewe), first $2.00; secbe conquered. This is wrong, as many
A
bare fully recovered tbelr health.
ond, $1.00.
change of climate bag helped some, but
Best goat (buck), first, $2.00; sec
many more have been restored to health
by breathing the freshest air, eating
ond, $1.00.
wholesome food, being temperate
In
their habits and adding the tonic qualBest goat (nanny), first $2.00;. secities of Eckman'g Alterative, a medicine
for Throat and LuDg Troubles. Investiond, $1.00.
gate this ease:
Best burro, any sex, first, $2.00; sec
Bowling Green, Ky., B. No. 4.
"Gentlemen: The spring of 1008 I bad
a severe cough for six
ond, $1.00.
months.
I tried
all tbe medicine that my doctors recomWomen's Wont
mended to me, but no results came for
the better. I had night sweats, and would
Best exhibit women's work, Division
eocgn. and spit until I got so weak I
could hardly do anything. But at last,
6, Class A.
James Deering, of Glasgow Junction,
Best collection of preserves, con
tbat I try your medicine. In one
week's time there was quite an Improvesisting of crab apple, peach and plum,
ment In my condition, and after I had
taken several bottles I felt as well as
first, $1.00; second, 60o.
ever In my life.
I firmly believe that
Best collection of jellies, consisting
Bckman's Alterative will relieve any case
of lung,r trouble if taken before the last
of currant, crab apple and Concord
stage.
A. C. BETTEBSWOBTH.
(Affidavit)
grape, first $1.00; second, 50c
abbreviated; more on request.)
iAbove
Ickman's Alterative has keen proven by
Best loaf of white bread, first $1.00;
many years' test to be most efficacious
for severe Throat and Lung Affections,
second, 60c
Bronchitis, Bronchial Asthma. Stubborn
Best loaf brown bread, first, $1.00;
Colds and In upbuilding
the system.
Contains no narcotics, poisons or
second, 60c
drugs.Ask for booklet telling
of recoveries, and write to Eckmnn
Best Angel food cake, first, $1.00;
Laboratory,
Philadelphia. Pa., for evidence. For sale by all leading druggists
50c.
second,
Best devil's food cake, first, $1.00; and B. O. Murpbey and Red Croat
tlrug company.
second, 50c.
Best layer cake, first $1.00; second. Price $1 and $2 a bottle.
habit-formin- g
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THRtX

Irrigates the Blood
Knocks Rheumatism
A Remedy That Flushes the
Blood from Head
to Foot

Tr get rid of rheumatism require! that
the bluud be completely flushed not a mer
makeshift an tiy salts and pain killers. The
long record of 8. 8. 8. la Important to
know.
It bas found its way into every
section of the nation. It is the most wldeiy
used and most widely tnlked-oremedy
there Is for all blood troubles. And it Is
a known fact that rheumatism is primarily
f

a

blood trouble.
It is conceded by the closest Btudents of
the subject that rheumatism is caused in
most cases by an acid condition of the blood
and aggravated by the remedies commonly
ti Bed tor relief. In other cases rheumatism
la the result of nerve depression ; in still
others it Is the effect of some vitiated
blood condition, having been treated with
mercury, iodides, arsenic, and other poisonous mineral drugs.
The recoveries of all these types of
rheumatism by the use of 8. 8. 8. Is a
wonderful tribute to the natural efficacy of
this remarkable medicine, for it la assimilated just as naturally, just as specifically,
and just as well ordained as the most
acceptable, most palatable and most a readily
digested food. Do not fall to get 8. bottle
8. 8,
of 8. 8. 8. today, but Insist upon
will be
Ion't accept a substitute. If You rheumayour
astonished at the results.
tism is of such a nature tliat you would
like to consult a great specialist confidentially, write to the Medlcel Dept., The Swift
Specific Co., 530 Swift Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.

i

ANAMERICANMAY
BE ELECTED

POPE
CARDINAL VANNUTELLI IS A NATCITIZEN
URALIZED
OF
THIS COUNTRY
Rome, Aug. 28. The old Roman, proverb that the man entering the conclave expecting to be pope always
leaves as .a cardinal, ia being recalled
as the college of cardinals assembles
to choose a successor to the late Pius
X.
The patriarch of Venice Himself
neither sought nor expected the election inj 1903, and his successor may
quite as likely be found outside those
who have been most talked of as the

next

Cardinal Serafino Vannutelll, the
dean of the Sacred college, was born
a year earlier than the late poe, but
at 80 he Is still young In years ia comparison with a number of his colleagues. In reality, however, he has
aged greatly since 1903, when he was
talked of as a successor of Pope Leo
XIII. Today he is almost blind, stone
deaf, and in such a low state of health
generally that he has been less seriously discussed at the present time.
The Vannutelll family Is the only
one which has two members in the
cardinalate.
Vincent Vannutelll, a
brother of the dean, ts quite as prominent. Under Pius X he held the prefecture of the apostolic signature,
which is "the court of last appeal" In
all questions relating to marriage under the Catholic laws. He Is now 78'
years old and doubtless he is well remembered In the United States, where
he was greeted by thousands of Catholics In many cities during his tour
of that country in 1910. On this tour
he delivered an address at the consecration of St. Patricks cathedral in
New York.
Cardinal Martinelli is even better
known in the United States, where he
was papal delegate from
previous to the service of Cardinal
Falconio at Washington. He is 66
years old and under Pius X he was
prefect of the congregation of rites.
n
of
Cardinal Agliardl, the
the Sacred college, is the eldest
among those who have been mention
ed as possibilities. He is now in his
eighty:third year, eo that considera
tion of his name could not be taken
seriously without Involving the danger of a short poitificate.
Cardinal Gotti, who is also a year
older than was the late pope, was one
of those prominently mentioned as a
successor to Leo XIII, when It was
urged both for him and against him
that he was a strict conservative
church man, said to be opposed to
liberal views as exemplified in Amer
ica. He Is the son of a dock laborer
in Genoa. Under Pius X he was pre
fect of the congregation for the propagation of the faith, a most influen- 1896-190-
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Had Trouble With Her Stomach
"About four years ago I began to
have trouble with my stomach and
found It necessary to eat sparingly,"
writes Mrs. Bernice Wyandt, Lima,
Ohio. "There was a dull and heavy
feeling in my stomach after enting
that was most uncomfortable. I was
also annoyed by frequent headaches.
After taking a number of . medicines
without benefit I got a bottle of
Chamberlain's Tablets and found they
were Just th thing. Two bottles of
them rid, me of this complaint" For
sale by all dealers. Adv
GOOD URANIUM

ORE

business success. Start life with
a clear skin and good hair.

Samples Free by Mall

ROAD

Santa Fe, Aug. 28 Arthur Seligman
chairman of the Santa" Fe county
road board, today placed $3,000 at
the disposal of State Engineer James
A. French for work on the road from
Santa Fe to Santa Cruz which forms
part of the main road to Taos. The
money will be used in cutting down
Imgrades on the Tesque Divide, in
provements between Tesque and
and in patching up bad places
all along the highway. It is most
traveled road in Santa Fe county.

antl-rediig-

n,

CASE IS CONTINUED

Santa Fe, Aug. 28 In compliance
with a stipulation of both parties
ttc hearing of the case of the Santa
Fo Gold and Copper Company vs. the
A. T. & S. F., for a refund of
freight
paid on coke shipments from the Colfax county coal fields to Stanley on
the New Mexico Central, was continued to October 8.

Boys, Look Out for Green Apples
Lester Wolroth had a very severe
attack of cholera morbus brought on
by eating green, apples. His mother,
Mra. Pearl Wolroth, Herkimer, N. T.,
says, "I was advised to give him
Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy, which. I did, and
the relief from the first was very
great After taking three doses he
was all right" For sale by all deal
ers. Adv.
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Takes Only one Hand to Operate it
The new improved Hotpoint
is an electric toaster that
onerates with onlv one hand.
It's the only toaster that does this. However, this is only one of
the many improvements on the 1915 model.
See the big double page advertisement in colors in this week's
issue of SATURDAY EVENING POST. It describes the many
esplendrd features of the new electric toaster. READ IT!

Adv.

EL TOSTO

100,000.M

is 50c cheaper to buy than ever before.
Has always sold for $4.oo, NOW SELLS FOR

03. 50

makes toast faster right on your dining room table
saves the trouble of trotting to the kitchen

THE PACE

'j,C.T.-ir.T-

f. M. Cunningham, Preside
Frank Springer,

Adv..

The council last night passed
ordinance that, alfull
of teeth. To
though short, is
check further vaccilatlon and political maneuvering by the mayor, who
has allowed, the redlight district to
run on and excused his Inactivity by
insisting that opposition in the council refused to give him needed legis-tiowent over the
the ordinance
mayor's head and directly Instructed
Chief of Police Thomas McMillin to
close up the disorderly houses.
The ordinance goes Into effect October 1. It Is sweeping and decree
that general reputation is sufficient
to establish the character of a disorderly housa. The penalty Is a fine
of from $10 to $50 or imprisonment
up to 60 days, or both.
The ordinance carries a declaration,
that promises the chief of police a
sufficient number of officers to enforce the law.
Councilman James
A, Skinner,
chairman of the ordinance committee,
introduced the measure. On Councilman Skinner's motion it was passed
under a suspension of rules by unanimous vote.
him.
an

Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

GOAL

Sour stomach
If you are troubled with this complaint you should take Chamberlain's
Tablets, being careful to observe the
directions with each bottle. You are
certain to be benefited by them if you
deal-ergive them a trial Sold by all

SURPLUS

m iuh-u-

HEAVY COURT DOCKET
Santa Fe, Aug. 28 An indication
of the rapidly increasing work of the
Mute supreme court may be gained
from the fact that the calendar for
the term that begins on September
7. sets 52 cases.
The compilation of
this calendar was completed this
afternoon by Supreme court Clerk
Jofe D. Sena, who finds his duties Increasing at surh a pace that the next
legislature may have to provide for
Cue employment of a regular

Boat-right'-

O'Brien Who are yez?
Walter I am the head waiter, sir,
Can I wait on you?
O'Brien No; sind me th' foot wait
er. Oi want to order pigs' fate.

YX, t fWWaTWml.---

Adv.

Drug Co.

Tablets for Sluggish Liver and
Constipation
It does beat all how quickly Foley
Cathartlo Tablets liven your liver and
overcome constipation. Ney Oldham,
WImberley, Texas, says. "Foley CaCITROLAXI
thartic Tablets are the best laxative
CITROLAXI
She Give me the name of a good I ever used. They take the place of
calomel." Wholesome, stirring an 3
stove lifter.
It's a laxative of course and the
He Gasoline.
cleansing. No griping. A comfort to
nicest hot weather drink you ever
stout persons. O. G. Schaefer and Red ALBUQUERQUE
COUNCIL
VOTES tasted. Flushes
thoroughly and pleasCross Drug Co. Adv.
SUFFRAGETTE VOTE
TO SUPPRESS RESTRICTED
antly, too. F. C. Crysler, Syracuse, N.
DISTRICT
V"., says:
"Have used laxatives for
LOWER COURT AFFIRMED
15 years hut this Citrolax has got
Albuquerque, Aug. 28. Mayor
Santa Fe, Aug. 28 The State Suelse beat a mile." Try it.
favorite indoor srort of "put- everything
O. G Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
preme court today In an opinion
to
redit
the
council" cilhr
up
ting
' Cc
Adv.
written by District Judge Thomas B.
light question has been: taken from
Leib of Raton, sitting for Supreme
Court Justice Frank W. Parker, affirmed in a modified form the judgment of the lower court in the case
of W. M. McCoy and J. P. Dunlavey,
MOST
YOUR
doing business as partners, under the
firm name of W. M. McCoy and Co.,
appellants, vs. Torrance county Sav
ings bank and Julius Mayer, sheriff
of Torrance county, appellees, from
Torrance county. The case Involved
damages claimed for the issuing of
an -- execution - tor a deficiency - judg
ment
Issued before the termination
He The masses would never rule
of the year specified.
if women voted.
She Why?
He No woman would admit she be
longed to the "plain people."

a.

Cutlcuro Soap and Ointment sold throughout the
world. Liberal sample of each mailed free, with 82-- p.
book. Address I'CuUeurm," Dept. 163, Boston.

Hut-clen-

"
Sufferers of Hay Fever
and Asthma Get a Bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
Restful sleep, relief and comfort
from choking, gasping asthma and tormenting hay fever for those who talcs
Foley's Honey ana Tar. It spreads
healing soothing coating as it glide
down a raw tickling throat, and stop
Irritating coughs and colds. Q. Q.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Adr.
"Stay-at-home-

SEALED

Adv.
TAOS

Don't endure me needless pain and
torment of rheumatism, aggravated as
it Is by the hot weather. Y7. T.
'Nicholson, C&--, says: "I sat
fcred tba aches and pains of rheumatism, swollen feet. Irregular painful
bladder action, but Foley Kidney Pills
fixed me up quickly. Foley's are tho
best O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross

DOOM IS

son-in-la-

IMPROVING

Will help you when all else fails.
Unsightly complexions are often
a bar to social advancement and

To-led- o,

O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.

Keep your Lfver Active During the
Summer Months Foley Cathartic

Barrela of Colorado. The specimlns
of uranlus and large sheets of mica
were brought to Santa Fe today by
Eugenlo Garcia of Trinidad, Colorado,
of State Senator Casimlro
The specimlns
Barelo of Colorado.
came from Petaca, Rio Arriba county
from where considerable mica Is now
shipped. When Prof. F. A. Jones of
the School of Mines saw the uranium
specimlns he was astounded and secured several for the New Mexico
The ore is
exhibit at San Diego.
very heavy, black and of the appear
ance of volcanic glass.

Co

CuticuraSoao
aad Ointment

S100 Beware, $100
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there Is at least
one dreaded disease that science bas
been able to cure In all its stages, and
that Is Catarrh. Hall s Catarrh Cure
Is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires
a constitutional
treatment Hall's
Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby
destroying the foundation of the disease, and giving the patient strength
by building up the constitution and
assisting gature in doing Its work.
The proprietors, have so much faith
in Its curative powers that they offer
One Hundred Dollars for any case
that it fails to cure. Send for list of
testimonials.
Adress. F. J. .CHENEY and CO.,

e

W. M. Halfacre, Dexter, Mo., bought
Foley Kidney Pills for Mrs. Halfacre,
who was down on her back with kid
neys so sore he had to help her mova
He says, "She would cry with pain
across her kidneys, hut after she took
the second bottle of Foley Kidney Pills,
she was as well and strong as ever."
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug

pope.

That he will be an Italian has been
regarded as almost a certainty, for
the state of affairs throughout Europe
Is said to make it more desireable
than ever that the church should not
depart from its traditions. But there
Is, from the American side, a possibility that the tradition might still
be maintained and at the game time
an American citizen be elevated to
St. Peter's throne. This would be In
the case of the election of Diomede
Falconlo, Italian by birth, who was
for many years a missionary in Amer
ica and then papal delegate to the
TJJidted States, and who became a
naturalized American citizen during
his residence abroad;.
Cardinal Falconlo is, however, only
one of several logical candidates and
only one of many possibilities.
There is little doubt If any authori
zation for speculating1 on the chances
of the many candidates.
Following
are some of the names that have been
mentioned, with brief biographical

tial position In earlier days, but less J
HIS CONTRIBUTION
important since the strictly missionary lands have become less numerous.
has been held in
Cardinal
high regard for his learning. He is
the most eminent of the church canonists, having lately completed the
codification of the canon law of the
church, an orderly arrangement of
the entire body of laws. If elected it
is said he would be another Leo XIII.
Cardinal Maffi, the archbishop of
Pisa, was once a newspaper man. He
is a noted astronomer and has written many volumes on the subject. He
Is a native of Cortelotia and is in his
fifty-fiftyear. Pius X frequently invited him to Rome to remain In an
olivH'
official capacity but the people of Pisa
begged him to stay with them and he
heeded ther plea,
Cardnal Ferreta, secretary of the
Claude Old Closefist Is the meancongregaton of the holy office, Is In est man In the r'ate. I asked him to
high favor among the theologians. It contribute something to an Arctic exhas been Bald he would be the near- pedition.
Clara And what did he contribute?
est possible duplication of the late
Claude A grass-cutteyear
pontiff. He Is in his sixth-sixtfew
one
of the
and
surviving members
BEST OF ALL
of the college raised to the cardinal-atby Leo XIII.

ih,
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will make enough toast for five people for
Come in and have us prove it.

D. T. Hoiking, Cashier.

One Cent.

Vice-Preside-

is handsome in

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
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WM.
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H. W. CKXT
D, V.
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$30,000.00

Office with the San Miguel National Bank

Interest Pedd On Deposits

Ruth How fast is your steam
'
yacht?
Hugh About a case of champagns
an hour.

TIm Presides!

Trunrw

.

should buy one.

Show Window?

1
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please any woman.

Have you seen the "EI Tosto Girl" in our

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOCK

winner-yo- u

appearance-wi- ll

Ardent
a militant
suffragette can have any poetry In hei
icnl?
Wlliby 1 Imagine they all doU oa
Burns.
;.Riilbv

Do you suoDose
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Come in TODAY and look

at "EL TOST0"-- It

will be a pleasure

a nice piece of golden
for us to demonstrate its advantages-G- et
hot, made on 4,EL TOSTO" Yum! Yum!
brown toast-Piping

Yum! Its goody good

with tea.

THE LAS VEGAS LIGHT AND POWER COMPANY
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newspaper. 'tion can farm laborers ever elevate
peojxls as a result of the great always Is a republican
It
the
convention
After
their standards. We employers are
never
proverbially
be
will
war
repaid.
Kuropean
In
to
This
year.
the opposition.
likely not to do things for the betterTheir country may retain its original flops
ment of our employes until we are
excuse
a
for
an
for
coincident
loss
searching
the
boundaries, but
" foiced to, and
organization at once
with the over running of Its lands will It looks to the "republican leaders'
us
will
concessions.
force
Into
let
action, generally
alleged
estimated,
neTer be accurately be
hi
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speaking. Only those workers who
have organized have been successful.
In most cases In obtaining advanced
vages and better conditions for themselves."
Mr. GHlen started work as a farm
laborer 30 years ago, but- he said
that he did not believe the chances
of a worker advancing today were as
good as they were then, owing to the
advances in the prices of land and
the increased cost of living.
J. B. Dale, organizer for the State
Federation of Labor, testified that
orsanization of farm laborers would
be easy if the employes would
with the employes. The American Federation of Labor now is
gi anting charters to bodies of farm
workers.

o

All this came about despite the fact
that Belgium in the beginning was
not coneenv?d In the quarrel. The
.Editor. country was neutral and would gladly have remained so, but being neu
tral, It couuld not consent to a foreign
CO.

PADGETT....

Et

nation sending military forces through
Its territory, and the rest has

Entered at the postotflce at
PosBlbly had .Belgium not opposed
Vagaa, New Mexico (or
through the United 8tatea the German advance, the kaiser's
forces would have been well Into the
second class matter.
Italia
interior of France by this time. The
check given them by the Belgians
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
eurbled France jnd England to sumDally, by Carrier
mon a large force for the defense of
1 .06 French territory. But the
Belgians
Copy
M wt're not strong enough to hold back
One Week
Month
the invaders until reinforcements
7.80 Cculd come; consequently the Belgian
One Year
armies were practically driven out of
Dally, by Mall
16.00 thfcir own counery.
pn Tear (In advance)
1.00
tz Monthe (In advance)
U the French and English armies
7.00 cannot now check the invading Ger
One Tear (In arrears)
3.60
6ix Months (in arrears)
mans, it is clear they could not have
done so two weeks ago. Therefore it
is possible that the war would have
8TOCK
AND
OPTIC
WEEKLY
been much nearer completion riow
GROWER
If
the Belgians had only passively obTecx
jected to the passage of German troops
tlx Month!
through their territories. If the Germans ever get into Paris the war will
(Cash In Advance (or Mall
be over so far as Germany's quarrel
Subscriptions.)
with France Is concerned.
Remit by check, draft or money
Conceding that King Albert did just
not
will
we
aider. If sent otherwise
what any other ruler would have done
responsible (or loss.
undqr tthe 'circumstances, was It
Specimen eoplea free on application. worth while?

WESTERN WOMAN WINS
GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP
IINDIANAPOLIS 1$ FIRST CITY TO
BREAK INTO CHICAGO ,m1
SUPREMACY

IS

TRADE

IS STRANGELY

LARGE

BEAUTIFUL
IN FACT, IT IS SO STRANGELY
THAT FEW APPRECIATE

SO

UNITED STATES SHIPS LOTS OF
MERCHANDISE

IT

To have correct

BEYOND

time

THE EQUATOR

requires,
first a good time

tl has been estimated by competent
Washington, Aug. 28 Trade of the
statisticians that the canine populaUnited States with other nations In
tion of Las Vegas is fully 5,000,000.
piece, second
Chicago, Aug. 2S MrB. Harry D.
the fiscal year ended June 30, 1914,
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PERSONALS

Batteries:
Hamilton,
Mitchell,
Baumgardner and Hale, Agnew; Keating, McHale,
Fisher, Warhop and
Sweeney.

STANDING OF THE CLUBS

FIVE MILLS FOR

Three Points

-

I

Emmett McCabe and D. Goldbaum
Are San Francisco business men who
have stopped over In Las Vegas for
a few days.
A. J. McDonald, an attorney of Clayton, came in last night to visit his
wife, who has been ill at the home of
her sister. Miss Bessie Cavanaugh,
for the past two wee
E. C. Ringer and J. E. Sullivan of
Denver are registered at a local hotel.
St., C. de Baca and wife of Clayton
are In town for a few days.
J. M. Wiley Is in town for a few
days from Trinidad.
T. Ilawley of Boston Is one of the
recent arrivals In Las Vegas.
W. A. Cameron and A. E. Rowland,
both of El Paso, are in the city on a
brief business visit. Mr Cameron Is
a Santa Fe official.
Julius B. Krousa returned, last night
from Baldwin, Miss., where he has
been visiting since last January.
W. Marshall Turner and family who
have been spending the summer In
Las Vegas, left for their home In Mobile, Ala., on train No. 2 last night
Mrs. A. Banks, who has been visiting her daughter here, left yesterday
for her home In Denton, Texas.
Mrs. Edward McWenle left yesterday for Ihaho Springs, Colo., where
she will visit her parents and old
friends for a few weeks.
Miss Jeanette Ward, who has been
spending the summer In the east, returned to Vegas yesterday In time to
take up, her pedagogical duties when
school opens next week.
J P, Geyer, a druggist from Springer, came in last night by auto for a
few days stay.
Salome Martinez of the Pintada
district Is In town on a buying trip.
Miss Rachael Livingston, a Chicago
tourist, is stopping at one of the local
betels.
Miss Susie Whitaker and Miss
Pearl Hutchinson, both of the faculty
of the Normal University, returned to
Las Vegas last night to prepare for
their classes, which begin next week.
Dean Frank Carroon of the New
Mexico Normal University, who has
been lecturing at Santa Fe, returned
home last night on train No. 2.
VsmI Brinegar, chief clerk In the
office of the superintendent of the
Santa Fe's New Mexico divlsiqn. Is
taking a short vacation. Dan Trahey
1s filling his position during his absence.
"
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BASEBALL

.549
.527
.614
.495
.461
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STATE

TODAY

National League
at Chicago.
Brooklynn at Pittsburgh
Boston at St. Louis.
Philadelphia at CincinnattI
New Yor

8

0

3 11

LIIBERAL

2

Gowdy;

H.E.'

9 10

2

2

4

6

R. H. E.

At Cincinnati

Philadelphia Cincinnati
Batteries: Tlncup and
las and Gonzales.

2
3

Burn?-

6

3

7

Z

Ilcug-- j

I

At Pittsburgh

li H.
1

5

10.

'

1

0 C 1
Pittsburgh
Batteries: Reulbach and McCariy;
Harmon and Gibson.

Federal League 0
At Chicago
R. H. E.
.3 8 2
Chicago
3
6 2
St Louis
Batteries:
Hendricks and Wilson;
Willett and SImo.n.

Federal League
St. Louis.
Indianapolis at Kansas City.
Pittsburgh at Baltimore.
Buffalo at Brooklyn.

at

Western League

at St. Joseph.
at Des Moines.
at Sioux City.
at Omaha.

Capital and Surplus $125,000.00
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Washington, Aug. 28. Senate Met
11 a. m.
Debate resumed on omnibus trust

bill.

Democrats planned a caucus on legislative program.
House: Met at noon.
Enforced roll call held back a vote
on the administration war risk bill.
The conference report on the bill extending the postal saving's laws was
debated.
Marine committee began hearings
on bill to establish merchant marine,
but postponed hearings with Secretary McAdoo and Representative Underwood until tomorrow.
'

not to know that they are ever ready
to throw tfiemselves on the altar of
the fatherland and will readily give
their blood and wealth for the sake
of their country ana manfully bear
the hardships of war.
"In confidence In the irresistible
might of our heroic army and unshakable belief in the help ot a living God, together with the consciousness that we are fighting for a worthy
cause, should give us faith in an early
delivery of Germany from its enemies.
"I wish that everything possible
shall be done by the German people
for those east Prussians
who are

PILLS
CHICHESTER SIIOANW.
A

itEAST

PRUSSIA

-

A

Jall-a- l
Auk your VrnKclftt for a
V
Diamond It rand
IMila In Kt d and VoJ4 mettlHcV
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.
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Tnke no other. Ituy of roar
DIAMOND HltANl I1I.Lh1 for S3

yearsknown as liest. Safest, Always Reliat.la
SOLD By DRIiHfilSTS EVERYWHERE

AUSTRIAN

leave their homes. With.
thia in view I charge my ministry and
the various state authorities to assist
in the work of relief. Take thorough
measures for this purpose and report
to me what has been done.
"WILLIAM, Rex."
(Signed)
Calls All German Home
The dispatch also states the Reichs
Anzeiger. the official paper of Berlin;
publishes an imperial decree dated
August 17 calling on all Germans In
foreign military services to return to
Germany.
A message received in Berlin from
Erling Bjornson. son of the Norwegian ambassador, asserts" that German,
refugees from east Prussia report
many acts ot brutality on the part of
the Russians. It is reported that Wilhelm Buewell, the social democratic
journalist, had been admitted as a
war correspondent to the German
main headquarters at the front.
jj
obliged"-t-
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RUSSIANS
(Continued from Page One)
bureau and reaching here by way of
Rotterdam, says that Emperor William has directed the following tele
gram to his ministry:
''Main. H.eadauarterjiAug.27. The
trials to which my royal province of
east Prussia is subjected by the
of Russians fills me with the
greatest compassion, but I know the
courage of my east Prussians too well
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WANT RAILWAY STATION
Fe, Aug. 28 The State Cor-

Santa

poration Oommisslon today received
a petition from Masters & Crandall
and one hundred other signers asking
for station facilities at Flora Vista,
San Juan county. The petition sets
RESULTS
YESTERDAY'S
forth that Flora Vista Is the second
heaviest shipping point on the Farm- ington Branch of the Denver and Rio
American League
Grande railroad.
R. H. E.
At Philadelphia
Citizens of Las Tanos, Guadalupe
12
1
1
Chicago also ask for a depot on the
county,
6 8 1
Philadelphia
and the corporation comIsland
Rock
Batteries: Benz and Schalk; Ben- mission has
taken up with vigor both
der and Scbang.
demands.
A NEW PRESIDENT
28, Professor
Washington, Aug.
Don Ramon Baez has been formally
Inaugurated as provisional president
of the Dominician repoblic, after the
voluntary abdication of President Borto
the
a
dispatch
das, according to
state department today.
GOVERNOR

IN

TUCUMCARI

Santa Fe, Aug. 28 Governor Mc
Donald and State Engineer James A.
French will leave in a few days for
Tucumcarl to confer with the county
read board and county commissioners
in a number of road projects.

You Will Find

FILES BOND
j
28 County Clerk
Walter C Zerwer, recently appointed
by Governor Mc Donald to succeed
Clerk A. L. Await of Quay county,
suspended, today filed his bond for
$5,000 with Secretary of State Anton
lo Lucero.
CLERK

Santa Fe, Aug.

CBTSTflL BOTTEB
--

Peoples Bank & Trust Company

--

Car-rigar- i;

Hir--

Santa Fe, Aug. 28. State Engineer
James A. French Is addressing boards
of county commissioners throughout
the state, arguing for a road levy of
five mills for next year and Is en
closing a map of the state of New
Mexico with all the
and
indicated. He
main state arteries
points out that a one mill levy Is
utterly Insufficient to make nny headway on the propose-system which
will connect every cue of the twenty-si- x
county peats and at the same time
fcrm part of the state system of the
Valencia county has set the
l.r.co by levying five mills under the
act of 1909 and Is now receiving the
benefit therefrom by the completion
of the road through the state along
the Rio Grande and also by the building of the ea?t and west road from
I .os Lunas to Gallup.
No county can
afford to be less progressive than Valencia, thinks the fitaje engineer and
he makes out a strong argument for
systematic
building of interounty
roads. Tf this Is done under scientific supervision and with ample funds
the returns to each county will be
a thousand fold In very brief time.
Inter-count-

R.

when I need it?
With ample capital and surplus, conservatively managed by directors
who have been successful in their business affairs, this bank offers safety
and prompt and liberal service to depositors of responsibility.
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TWITCHELL MAKES VISIT
2S. Ralph
E.
Santa
Fe, Aug.
R. H. E.
At Baltimore
1 Twitchell expects to go to Guadala- 4 11
Baltimore :ra to get a line on Important arch
3
8 0
Pl'tsburgh
Batteries: Suggs, Conley, Wilhelm ives and records pertaining to New
Mexico history and also of the coat
and Russell; Dickson and Roberts.
of arms of Onate to complement the
At Brooklyn
R. ILE. superb coat of arms of De Vargas
2
ust painted on glass for the New Mex
5 10
Buffalo
7 18 2 ico building at San Diego.
Brooklyn
Batteries: Krapp, Moore and Blair;
APPLICATION
FOR WATER
Black and Land.
Santa Fe, Aug. 28 Application for
200 second feet of the flow of the Je- Western League
R. H. E. mea river for power purposes to sun- At Des Moines
1 ply Albuquerque and Santa Fe with
3 10
Des Moines
was made today to the
4
0
1 electricity
Lincoln
Batteries: Thomas and Haley; Jordan state engineer's office by John Bor- .
....
rodalle, of Albumierque. Tha plana
and Rahor. rr ..
provide for a power house near the
R. II, E. forks of the river at the fihst falls
At St. Joseph
0 6 1 A storage reservoir is to be built and
Denver
6 8 1 a fall of 80 feet secured to develop
St. Joseph
Mitchell
and 2,000 horse power.
Batteries: Schreiber,
Block; Vance and Schang.

American League
Chicago at Philadelphia.
Detroit at Boston.
Cleveland at Washington.
St. Louis at New York.

Denver
Lincoln
Topeka
Wichita

1

7

.625
,

First: Wili my money be safe?
Second: Can I get it when I want it?
Third: Will my bank be able and willing to give me financial aid

ASKED

Batteries: Tesreau and Meyers, McLean; Smith, Lavender, Humphries
Pet and Archer.

Federal League
Indianapolis

4

3

R

Brooklyn

Chicago

3 12

Batteries: Morton, Blanding, Hager-maand Egan; Ayers, Johnson-anHenry, Williams.

At Chicago
New York
.325
,
Chicago

Santa Fe, Aug. 28 Governor McDonald today appointed Arthur C. Sil"
ver of j Albuquerque; R. V. Ware of
R.B.E.
At Boston
Vao state college; and Byron M. Hol-tr9 13 0
Boston
notaries
of Flerra, Grant county,
2
2 10
Detroit '.,
public.
and
Collins
Thomas,
Batteries:
McCreary, Reynolds
Dubuc,
"Mike" Mitchell of the Washington
Baker.
and
Stanage,
team and 'Hobby" Hoblitzel of the
Red Sox, loth former National
R.H.E.
At New York
leaguers, have displayed fine wares
5 10 "1
Louis
St
since joining the American league.
9 1
New York

J"

.

.479
.470
.452

64
66
63
65
71
76
79

.72

VTashington

To consider in Selecting Your Bank.

R. H. E.

Second Game

Cleveland

National League
Pet
At St. Louis
.678
lloston
.5G2
St. Louis
.526
Batteries:
Rudolph and
.509
Perdue, Griner and Wingo.

western League

Chicago

NAMED

62
59
51
52
51

American League

o

NEW

......

.

Philadelphia
Cincinnati
Pittsburgh
Brooklyn

CUARAI MODEL BEGUN
Fanta Fe, Aug. 28 The finest models of all those commemorating the
Santa Fe Trail at the San Diego exposition, will be that of Cuaral, In-

cluding the mission church and the
pueblo, as It was surveyed and partly
excavated by the School of American
Archaeology. Work upon It was commenced this forenoon by J. P. Andrews and If anything It will excel
ven the model of the Pecos pueblo
and church for Cuaral which was In
places six stories high and very Irregular in outline. Mr Adams in addition to the Pecos model has just
completed that of the Davwell mansion and also that of Bent's fort.

48
49
53
64
69
60

60

HIGHWAYS IS

0 4 1
Cleveland
1 4 3
Washington
Pet
Batteries: Steen and O'Neill; Shaw
.551
and Ainsmith;

L.

59

R. H. E.

rfi.M.Hl..il.,

ir
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HOLIDAY ROAD RACES
Corona, Cal., Aug. 28 Definite plan

the best in all

SEASONS

was made yesterday for holding the
international road races here on
Thanksgiving day. Prizes amounting
to $17,000 will be offered in the 250- mile race and 300 mile race over the
tUree mile boulevard course.
TWELVE PEOPLE HURT
Fort Smith, Ark., Aug. 28 Twelve
I.ersons were injured, none fatally,
today when the Kansas City South
ern train No. 1, southbound, was de
railed near Marble City. Okla. A
broken rail was the cause of the acci

dent

NATIONAL HEflO SERIES' NO.T

Andreas Hofer The
--

OTHIS

of theTyrol

Inn-keeperPatr- iot

Liberty was as much the breath of life as it is to the stron? - vinecl eaeles
of the Alps, io achieve it for himself and his mountain brothers he gladly laid down his life. No less
a personality than Napoleon vanqu ished him, and it was because he feared him that the Great Emperor
ordered Hofer shot Every atom of Andreas Hofer loved liberty He demanded it for himself and willingly gave it to others In this respect he is no different than are our thousands of Tyrolese cifaens. Personal and
National Liberty, to those ot lyrolean blood is .a religion io a man they will hht tor it and to a man they will
asked to vote for Inhibition they do as would do the t patriot HoferVOTE AGAINST
die for
IT. Thou shalt NOTeat this thou shah NOTdrinkthatis insolent legislation to those of "lyrolean blood.
Anheuser-Busc- h
are proud to serve their thousands of lyrolese patrons, for 57 years these people have been mod 7
beers bu DwEISER is a favorite wherever thty reside, beven
honestly-breweof
their
erate users
thousand, five hundred people are daily required to meet the constantly increasing demand for BUDWEISER,
Its sales exceed those of any other beer by millions of botdes. ANHEUSEa-BUSCST LOUIS.U.& A.
Deasant-leade-

r

n

g-ea-

d

H

Bottled only at the horn? plant

--

.

B. F. McGuire
Distributor

East Las Vegas, N. M
p-f- vp'l
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way of working" but by a pntlont. per
sistent, faithful habit of attention to
detail, and in the conscientious fulfilBy
1
ment of a task, large or small, and
whether It Is liked or not. The honGEORGE
est
purpose should be to do it well,
EMMET
although It mav neither be observed
COBB
nor praised. Whatever our dally work
the discipline of tt teaches us
obedience to law and guides
life.
us to a
"Ha bas oroug.it a new motivb into
able
that
changed
abruptly
discovery,
ever
I
man
A
Is
WANDERER
best
the
CAT
my life he
and HOTEL
knew!" spoke Lesbla Austin with all the impulser of her young life
hurried the accomplishment of her
force and sincerity.
Always Around When Orchestra la
"H'm!" commented her guardian soul's ambitions.
Playing, but Leaves With Them
old
an
scrap
She was looking for
End distant relative. Ira Dunn. He had
When Program Is Finished.
came
when
she
book
the
in
library
Jhls own Ideas about Clement Rowe,
to
be
the
penacross
what
appeared
the artist friend to whom Lesbia re
Keeping tab on Tab. the mascot cat
written by Mr.
ferred. A selfish, Bordid being, he as ciled draft of a letter
New York, is
at
the Waldorf-Astoria- ,
her
not
take
could
Dunn.
eyes
veil had some plans and prospects re- from theShe
task. He inan
impossible
absolutely
consheet, as' she saw that it
garding Lesbia, and he did not intend
from the hosists
away
upon straying
cerned Clement Rowe.
that they should be set astray.
where he goes or how he goes
but
tel,
been
written
had
It
right
apparently
There had come a month of new
own
after Lesbia had answered the first Is a mystery, tor Tab keeps his
fclory In the life of the sweet, bright
counsel.
missive she had received
and
girl who had led a lonely humdrum ex- from only
The assistant manager of the hotel
the artist. It told Lesbia that
istence at the home of the crusty old
said the other day that he often fears
to
a
written
had
letter
Clement
manly
lawyer for ten years. Clement Rowe. Mr.
and for that
Dunn, confessing his love for her for the safety of Tab,
an artist, had strolled to Merton. He
reason has Instructed the hotel deto
his
reiiew
and
permission
asking
Her
had
stayed.
had met Lesbia and
tective to keep watch for the next
the acquaintance.
guardian was absent on an Important
few days.
was
Lesbia
had
been
that
The
reply
law case In a distant city and Lesbia
selected-foEveryone around the hotel thinks
she
another, that
already
iad a free hand.
the world and all of Tab. He meanan
would
become
heiress,
ultimately
her
In
She took pleasure
guiding
and that if Clement persisted In Ms dered into the hotel one night during
(new acquaintance to the most picsus the waiters' strike. This was looked
turesque spots In the vicinity. She attentions he would lie under the
upon as a lucky omen, and Tab was
hunttir.
mere
of
fortune
a
being
posed for him. She betrayed the ar- picion
cried
promptly made to understand that he
soul!"
Lesbia,
"Poor,
proud
and
own
In
her
nature,
dent art Impulse
had a permanent home.
with
her
indignation,
scintillating
eyes
wilder his loving, skilful guidance she
man
Now, a peculiarity of Tab's mysterithe
reverence
with
lad soon mastered the rudiments ol mingled
learned to esteem. "And he ous actions Is that he always remains
had
she
and
painting.
drawing
the in the hotel during certain hours. He
Her eyes 6parkled, her breath came has loved me all the time! Oh,
'' is as regular as a clock.
fortune
As
to
the
now!
Is
easy
way
quick, her ambition and anticipation
and
out
mind
Any evening from six until eight,
little
mapped
Her
busy
showed In her bonny face as he told
out
Monoy while the orchestra plays in the foyer,
a
carried
program.
speedy
was
She
life
studio
of
city.
her
cease to be a barrier between Tab is there. At eight o'clock, when
a rare builder of dreams. Her father should
the orchestra resumes Its program,
and herself, she resolved.
Clement
had been a noted tragedian. Perhaps
The next morning Lesbia went alone Tab Is again a contented listener.
there was born In her the careless,
When the musicians pack their In
bank where her little fortune
liappy bohemlan Instinct At least, the to the
a
out
struments
and leave at one o'clock.
drew
she
First
was
In
deposited.
of
genius striving
artist's stories
some
fantastical creature.
own
like
perher
for
dollars
Tab,
hundred
few
en attic, of grand though humble souls,
use. Next, she sent half of the folds his tent like the Arab and quietpure, loyal, worthy amid poverty and sonal
remainder to an old aunt who had ly steals away.
disappointment, appealed to her.
"It really is uncanny, said Mr.
picgroaned under the hard burden of a
and
them
among
"To be among
"I know that animals like
for
on
home
many
her
Stewart.
mortgage
had
heavy
tures pictures pictures!" she
one
fluttered1 with eloquent eyes "it Is the years. The balance Lesbia donated to music, but I have never known orIn a near city.
Tab. Is he attracted to the
like
for
a
home
orphans
life!"
the
higher
life,
"He can be no fortune hunter now!
chestra, to the instruments, by their
Tt seemed as though the sun had de
he
"if
cat-gu- t
herself
to
she
strings? Perhaps he was ac
that
raptly
whispered
the
day
parted from the heavens
quainted with these poor animals in
Clement Rowe left Merton. lie had really wants me.
A note apprised Ira Dunn of what life. Who knows?"
promised to return the next month.
'There came a chatty, friendly letter his independent charge had done the
from Clement. It was full of his art, next day, and Lesbia was on her way WOULD GO INTO THE WORLD
full of himself, therefore she cherlBhed to the city, and first thing to the artist
quarter of the big metropolis.
Leader Believes Women Should Cease
One day Clement Rowe received a
to Be "Household Drudges" and
note from a Mrs. Ernest Moore. She
Gives Her Reasons.
was the widow of an artist, and an artstudio
her
entered
As
he
ist herself.
Mrs. Charlotte Perkins Gllman,
he chanced to glance past the draperIn New York to an audience
speaking
ies at an aproned figure standing
chiefly of women, compared
composed
busy at work before an easel.
the lives of some American mothers
Austin!"
he
"Miss
fairly gasped, to the "harem lives of the East
"and here!"
Mrs. Gllman declared,
"Women,"
"Yes, for a month past she has beqn
"should go Into the world and do luMrs.
a
with
Moore,
my helper," replied
crative and interesting 'work instead
happy smile. 'She Is making good of being household drudges.
headway towards a point where she
"One reason for this Is that the
can earn her living."
middle-agewoman, like the middle-age- d
"What! she, an heiress?" challenged
man, when occupied In business
Clement Incredulously.
intellectual work, has little time
"Let me tell you a story," said the or
to brood over departing youth.
lady artist and she did.
"You know we women become very
Now, then, Mr. Kowe, she resour
as we grow old. But, when we
I
to
leave
marked brightly," am going
all
wotK,
perhaps tne ungallant com
renew
your acquaintance
you alone to
a cynical bachelor once
that
parison
mourned
with the wlldwood nymph you
to me will lose some of its truthmade
as lost."
Blessed fate!
The sunlight was fulness. Here is the comparison:
"
in their childhood, resemin
that
quiet studio, two daunt- ble 'Ladles,
bright
As girlB of twelve to fifwater.
a
of
on
the threshold
less spirits met
like lemonade; as young
teen,
they're
forblissful destiny. The barrier cf
twenty-five- ,
tune was gone, and they could work persons from eighteen to 'twenty-flve
champagne; as women of
and love together in the pure simpl
Took Pleasure In Guiding Her New glory of perfect harmony of mind and to forty, liqueur. A woman from fori
ty to fifty years of age is equal to
Acquaintance to the Most Plo eoul.
home-madAfter fifty,-mosport wine.
turesque Spots.
(Copyright, 19H, by W. G. Chapman.)
ladies turn to vinegar.' "
It, and the simple but pretty missive
Cat In a Maze.
be sent In reply seemed to bring back
Russian Crown and Scepter.
More uncomfortable than a "cat i.i
to his longing soul a solacing memory a
One of the most Impressive and Inbe a cat in n
must
strange
garret"
of rambles in the sweet scented woods,
crystal maze" a labyrinth of path:--, teresting of the crown treasures of the
rthe flitting of a face that was .Im- lined
with mirrors, and once in, i house of Romanoff is the crown Itself.
pressed upon his heart of hearts like is hard to find one's way out. In : It was made for the Empress Cathtalisman.
town where one of these mazes y;i. erine II, when she was about to be
Then weeks of gloom, for Lesbia recrowned In 1762, and was the work of
a strange cat stray
ceived no reply. Neither did Clement being exhibited
a Jeweler of Geneva.
Rowe return as he had promised. in, and soon became highly interest..
This crown is in two divisions, rep!roor little spirit! She grieved to Walking around betweenonthe mirror.!
the empires of the East and
all
saw
reflection
her
she
sides,
resenting
.think she was so soon forgotten. Then
Bhe did not appear well pleace:'.. the West It follows in form a Byzan& wonderful happening took up her at- and
model, and is valued at more than
tention. ' An aunt had died leaving her Her tall began to swell, and stc tine
million dollars. That sum represents
a
nearest
rushed
the
at
which,
cat,
twenty-fivthousand dollars.
advanced to meet her at t'u its Intrinsic value, for no Bum would
It was all In money, Ira Dunn told course,
same rate of speed. With a Bhriek c; purchase it. In the center of it, betier, and he developed a sudden new defiance
tween the two "empires," is a splendid
they met, and the
interest In his charge. He had an
fell
feam.i
a
feline
back
from
ruby, to which are fixed
ticipated the bequest for a year back.
in the form of a
five
diamonds
a
mirror.
Up
great
shj
bump
against
Lut he had never told Lesbia of that.
Now Ira Dunn conceived a great Jumped and looked around, only i i cross.
Still more valuable intrinsically
idea of keeping that money In the see an array of angry cats stari:..,
oi.i-emoved
the
than
the crown is the scepter. The
all
her.
When
she
at
In
ifamlly. He had a favorite nephew
bowl
had it made for his coronaa
Czar
ci
Paul
With
also.
cats
moved
a neighboring town. Behold, within a
tion in 1797. Its chief value is due to
tirlef time, this Abner Bowen a guest dismay she turned and lied. Grcuj
cats greeted her everywhere a3 sh-- the fact that it is ornamented by one
at the Dunn homestead, the chosen ofrushed
into mirrors and tried to climi: of the greatest diamonds in the world,
suitor for the hand of the pretty little
the slippery surface of the felass. the one which is sometimes called the
heiress!
Lesbia treated the awkward, carroty When she came to the exit bhe shot "Orlotf" and sometimes the "Lazareff."
tialred youth with kindness, as her out from the maze as if thrown from
With two jumps sha
Whip Behind!
gentle nature Impelled her. It hurt a catapult.
rushed
into
the
street, and disapwhen
A good story of Sir Francis Bertie is
or
however,
her,
boating
driving
tier surroundings would suggest those peared in one of the adjacent houses, told by a French diplomatist who set
rich. Joyful days when Clement Rowe probably as scared a cat as ever was out to pay a call at the British emliad been by her side. The contrast born.
bassy in Paris.
of companionship was so Intense that
As he drove up to the door he was
he would turn aside to hide the tears
The Connoisseur.
horrified to see Sir Francis running
of regret of pride, too, for Lesbia felt
Every Riviera visitor knew Sebas- down the street as hard as he could
that Clement had unwarrantably tian B. Schlesinger, the rich Ameri- go, shouting and frantically waving an
can composer and connoisseur. Mr. umbrella.
slighted her.
One day Abner Rowen blunderingly Schlesinger, at the end of the Riviera
Fearing that there had been an anproposed to Lesbia. So palpably had season, gave a dinner at his beautiful archist outrage or something equally
the speech he made been put Into his fiat on the Promenade des Anglais dreadful, the diplomatist prepared to
mouth by Ira Dunn that Lesbia in Nice, and showed his superb col- Join In the chase; but the explanation
laughed outright at him. In a later lections, and at the same time gave of Sir Francis' excitement was quite
spirited interview with Mr. Dunn she a whimsical definition of a connois- simple and not at all murderous.
flatly rejected his candidate and the seur. "A connoisseur," he said, while
Lady Bertie had Just set out for a
schemer set about forming new plots. pointing out the beauties of his old drive. After she left, Sir Francis had
stained-glas- s
s
windows "a connois- noticed one or two "street arabs"
Then gradually there came to
mind an intense desire to make seur is but too often a wealthy indi- clinging to the back of the carriage
of art her life endeavor. She made of vidual who pays more for a second- and had promptly started off in purher room a regular studio. There was hand article than he'd have to give for suit with the idea of dislodging them
some Joy In getting into a groove of a new one."
from their dangerous position.
work that was harmonious, but she
missed the expert hand that had taught
The Honest Purpose.
Saving Time.
her the rudiments of a" profession she
Work of any sort is a training. The
A Frenchman who meets you half a
was resolute to adopt as a life mis- habit of concentration helps to give
dozen times a day shakes hands each
sion.
power and decision. Success is never time. M. Poulbot, an artist. Is tired of
And then one day came a remark
won by r careleps, s'lpshod, slovenly
this eternal hanv'sbrkln.t. In the little

THE BUILDER
OF DREAMS
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well-ordere-
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pear-shape- d

Les-bla'-

t

Montmartre ca?e which tie and his
friends frequent he has hung up by a
chain a carved wooden hand. When
be enters he goes to the band and
shakes it vigorously. This makes a
great notee by Jingling a piece of iron
the other end
in vatii.
i.,oMa
of the chain. The signal is accepted
by those who hear it as a sign mai m.
Poulbot has shaken hands with all his
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SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

ACTIVELY

HOSTILE

MAN

Scientist Points Out Why Instinct to
Kill Insects Has Root In

column

ADVEROur Instinct to kill Insects at sight RATES rOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS
is perfectly sound, writes Dr. Woods
Hutchinson. Out of the quarter of a i
million species now known to science, 1 Five cents per line each Insertion.
a mere handful are even remotely Estimate six ordinary words to a Una.
helpful to man, and mowt of these only No ad to occupy less space than two
by their power of living upon other
All advartlsemsnta
charged
and more dangerous iusects. On the lints
be
booked at space actually set
will
are
of
other hand, thousands
species
actively hostile to man, his food without regard to number of word.
plants and to his domestic animals. Cash In sdvlnco preferred.
Whole tribes have been swept out of
existence by the attack of insects carrying bacilli as within the last two
decades In Central Africa by the dread
"sleeping sickness," carried by the
tsetse fly. Whole nations have been
weakened and crippled and whole civilizations retarded by another Insect-born- e
disease malaria. Indeed, re
cent InveFtigators have advanced the
theory that the historic decline In both
OPTIC'S NUMBER MAIN ft,
Greece and Rome was largely due to
of
this
brought
the ravages
disease,
Into Europe by armies returning from
wars in Asia and Africa. It may yet
come when we see things in their true
perspective that the warriors of civ- WANTED Woman for general house
ilized nations will turn from slaughwork. Harvey's Ranch, Box B., Bast
tering one another to battling against
Las Vegas.
our insect enemies. Turn every battery of artillery in the world against
that angel of the pestilence, the com- WANTED A good girl for general
mon house fly, and In ten years he
housework!.
Apply to Mrs. H. G.
would be exterminated root and
Coors.
branch. With him would go half of
our 50.000 deaths In the United States
every year from the summer diseases
s
of our dysenof children,
FOR RENT Furnished house. Ap
teries and cholera morbus and
ply 323 Tenth street
of our typhoid, with not a lit
tle of our tuberculosis, our tetanus
and our bolls and blood poisonings.
rooms in
FOR RENT Furnished
modern home. Mrs. M. F. Holland,
915 Sixth street
WHEN INDIANS MAKE HASTE

Wanted

For Rent

t

LODGE NO.
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
A, F. A FRATERNAL
102 Meets every Monday night In
A. M. Regular communication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at

laird Thursday in 8 o'clock. Visiting members are cor
each month. Visiting dially welcome. J. C. Werts, president;
blathers cordially in J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C. H. Baily,
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M H, 8. Van Treasurer.
Petten. Secretary.
KNIGHT8 Of COLUMBUS, COUr
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Reg- - (ourth Thursday In O. R. C. hall.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
second Tues-jij- i Pioneer building.
Visiting member
VyTular inconclave
each mcnth at Ma are cordially invited. Richard Devina,
dey
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M. Q. K.; Prank Angel. P. 8.
Smith, B. C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY- LOCAL TIME CARD

Regular convo
cation first Monday in each
month at Masonic Temple
at 7:30 p. m. P. A. Brlnegar,
H. P.; P. O. Blood, Secre- No.
No.
tary.

AL ARCH MASONS

East Bound
Arrive

I.... 1:20
4. ...11:64
I.... 1:26
It.... 1:35

No.
. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO, No.
4. Meeti every Monday evening at

their hall on Sixth stieet All visiting
brethren cordially invited to attend.
J. Frledenstlne, N. G.; A. T. Rogers,
V. G.; T. M. El wood. Secretary; Karl
Wertz, Treasurer; C V. Hedgoock,
Cemetery Trustee.

West
Arrive

No.
No.
No.
No.

P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks" home on NlnCi street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially Invited. Wm. H, Spring
er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
v
Secretary.

p.
p.
a.
p.

1....

one-four- th

Nav-ajo-

PIANO for rent.

To

17

Eighth

street

Trade

Another practise of the Navajos
that promotes health among them, 40 ACRES irrigated land n'jar Spring
however repugnant it may be to us, is
er; will trade for Las Vegas prop
their disposition of the dead. In the
erty. W. G. Ogle,
presence of the living, the Navajo is
the
of
without fear, but his terror
dead Is abject and unreasoning. The
dead are believed to be possessed
only of malevolent feelings toward the FOR SALE Lady's phaeton and stan.
survivors, with unlimited powers for
hope In good order. See them at
working evil upon those who carelessCooley's barn.
ly place themselves within the power
one
dies,
of the spirits. So when any
th only anxiety ot tho surviving relatives Is to get rid of the body as
quickly as possible. If there are any CANTALOUPES by parcel post; pink
white men living in the neighborhood,
meat, 90c per crate delivered, pack
an effort is made to Induce them to
ed 12 and 15, direct from grower:
perform the offices of undertaker. .It
will ship one or more. Address Ray
not, the disposition of the body deE. Hutgel, La Junta, Colo.
circumstances.
somewhat
upon
pends
is
If the hogan the modern wigwam
built ot wood, it is set on fire and
DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
burned with the body in it If of
Osteopathic Physician
stone the body is usually taken outOffice Crockett Building
side, the entrance to the hogan closed
np with stones and sticks, and a hole Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 6 p. m.
made in the wall opposite to permit
Residence Phone Main 384
the evil spirits to enter and depart,
that the strucand to warn passers-bMONUMENT CO
ture belongs to the dead. If the death
Albuquerque, N. M.
occurred in a rocky country, the body
215 E. Central
will likely be taken to some crevice
23 Tears Practical Experience.
and thrown in it. It may be left unW. VT. BOWERS
covered, to become the prey of wolves B. A. JONES
and coyotes, or sticks and stones may
be cast over it If the family lives
GEO. H. HUNKER
in a sandy part of the reservation,
Attorney-at-Lawith no convenient crevices or chasms
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
near by, the body will be laid upon the
sand, a little earth and some stones
thrown upon it, and a pile of brush
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
laid over all.
Dentist
Dental work ot any description at
Found New Species of Microbes.
moderate prices
A new species of microbes, the action of which has developed a new Room 1, Center Block. Office Phont
form of disease, has been developed
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411
by Mme. Victor Henri, a bacteriologist
She subjected the baccllli of anthrax
to ultra violet rays, which changed
ing the coming season, fertility of the
their nature and shape. Then the soil and increase among the flocks
modified bacilli were injected intc and herds.
guinea pigs, the result being a slowly
developing disease of a totally differ
Seismograph as Witness.
ent character from that of anthrax
Seismograph records have freMme. Henri deduces from her discovbeen produced in court to
ery the possibility of evolution In the quently
the operation of heavy
show
that
the
animal
in
as
bacteria world,
sufficient vibraworld, and expresses the opinion that machinery produced
the multitudes of existing species tion in nearby buildings to make the
come from a few primitive forma owners of the factory liable for
which have undergone transformations damages.
under the action of light and have engendered the varieties of germs re
Signs of Spring.
sponsible for the diseases known tc
"MoBt any life Insurance will uphold
science.
my statement," said an insurance expert the other day in this city in disFight With Mud and Water.
cussing one of the sure signs of the
One of the oddest annual contests approach of spring. "Of course at any
In the world, a mud and water fight time of the year there is a steady demand for loans by policyholders whose
during which the women of far-oi- l
and
Bhutan, in the heart policies have been in force long
of the Himalayas, seek to prevent the enough to be worth something. It's
men from taking possession of an in the spring, though, that the heavInundated rice field, is described by iest run comes on the city's insured.
John Claude White, late political offl From March until June I've found the
cer In charge of Slkhim, Bhutan, and policyholders go heaviest on borrowparts of Tibet within the sphere oi ing. The reason? Why, that's simBritish Influence, in a communication ple. They've got the suburban spirit
and are either going to build or buy
to the National Geographic society.
The event is known as the spring in the suburbs or do the same at a
ceremony of blessing the rice fields. seashore resoft"
Victory f0r the women portends, dur
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For YOU!
This

elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

two-third-

Their Terror of the Dead Causes
to Hurry in the Disposal
of the Body.

CAFF

1

Xrlenda.

TO

AND

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
ffHX BKST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLES

WANT

1

RESTAURANT

LOBBY

AND LADIES OF SECURKNIGHT
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays
of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladies always welcome O. L. Freeman, President; Miss Cora Montague,
Financier; Mrs. A, V. Morrow, Local
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.

Montague Assistant Deputy,
Sixth street Bast Las Vegas, N.

-i-

EMPRESS
FLOUR

1011

U

Meets second and
fourth
evening eacb
Thursday
hall. Visiting
month at W. O.
brothers cordially Invited. Howard
Davis, Dictator; Harry L. Cutler, secy.

it

L. O. O. MOOSE

I
r

t

Made by GERMAN PROCESS

r
II

Church Primai... jr Women.
The first women's church in England has just been opened at Wallasey,
Cheshire. "The Church of the New
Ideas," as it is called, originated in
a discussion among a tew women who
felt that the present churches do not
provide for their requirements in spiritual matters. The new chflrch is officered entirely by women, and only
women preachers will occupy the pulpit The afternoon services will be
limited to women, but the evening
ones will be open to men.
--

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT "S

7VX

NUINEWM.
ROGERS tt
A A
SONS'
STANDARD

SILVER
FRENCH.
1REY (STERLING) FINISH

EMPRESS!
can be ok.
'

tainect in tKii'city froffi

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

or Mors, Each Dslvsry
to 2,00 lbs., Each Delivery
to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
60 lbs; to 2M lbs Each Delivery
Less than 6 lb. Each Delivery
lbs--,

t,000

It i giving you
a present fot doing something
you 'd do any
way when you
learn how Much

BefcrEMPRESS
FLOUR rtalh) is.

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
Love at O. R. Q hall, on the
second and fourth
Tuesdays of
each month at 8 p. to. C. H. 8tewart
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W.
Local Deputy.
Montague,
Visiting

members are especially welcone an
cordially Invited.

f you use

1,000 Ibs
200 lbs.,
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Have you a. guest from out of town?
Did you entertain your friends?
Have you en item of interest?
Do you want aLdvance information
on the happenings of the day?
Telephone the editorial room

uuucm

r

are mfifl(3B

M

Hve you property for sale?

meat

Do you weait work or help?
Hacve you lost something?

i&

gmiji

is to be launched

REPUBLICANS WILL
BEGIN

Vigorous
- be

at

once.

A meeting

of the executive committee to be comcall- w
prised of seven members, ill be

OPERATIONS el
-

state

campaign

to

launched without

further

delay

Republican State committeeman
Becundlno Romero and Lorenzo
new secretary of the committee,
returned yesterday from Santa Fe,
here they have attended the state
convention and helped to bring harmony back to the party In the state
after the disruption of the Bernalllllo
county delegation which entered the
convention as two factions threatening to split the whole gathering wide
Charles A. Spelss, national
open.
committeeman, and Herbert W. Clark
retiring' state chairman, will remain
in the capital city for a few days and
vlll be engaged in the preliminary
arrangements for the campaign which
Del-gat-

r
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SIGHT

as soon as President Ely has made
his final choice of members and the
Banta
headquarters will be opened in
op
all
campaign
base
Fe, from which
conducted.
erations will be
II. C. Hernandez, the popular choice
of the convention for candidate for
confess, and Ralph C. Ely, new chairman of the state central committee,
left Santa Fe last night for Albuqquer-que- ,
where they will organize the reunited factions there for the fight
Up to this time the county has not
agreed on a candidate for the state
leelRlature As It stands now the
matter likely will come up in the
special convention called for that pur
pose in the near future.
The personnel of the executive com
mittee of the state central committee
is being kept within the sacred precincts of a few chosen ones but it Is
promised that the list of members
will be announced In a few days.

Fine-Peach-

5c

Cantaloupes each

STEARNS' STORE

For preserving
or table use at
very attractive
prices.

c

I HE S3M WIS
THE CASH GROCER
HOUSEKEEPER AND MKERagree that the success of
their baking depends upon
the character of the flour
used. Poor flour, poor bak- ing Is a rule without excepThose women who
tion.
have had poor success with
their baking are Invited to
try a sack of Pure Quill
flour. There's a reason that
will show in their baking.
Ask Your Grocer for Pure
Quill or Call" Main 131 -

Las Vegas Roller Mills

Jefferson Reynolds, President
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Haliet Reynolds, Cashier.

E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.
CapitalSlOO.COO;

Buy your boy a K and B waist for
50c at Greenberger's. Adv.

every

M.

Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

For Frying

CHICKENS

ibe Best ol Everything Eatable

For an extra good make school
suit, go to Greenberger's. Adv.

3 pounds

VIRGINIA

Finch's Golden Weeding Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
The Boy Scouts will hold a meeting
at the Y. M. C. A. this evening at
7:30 o'clock.
A marriage license was Issued yesterday to Jose Lujan and Anlcita Romero, both of Pecos.

for 25c

SWEET POTATOES

The Commercial club has undertaken the work of obtaining signers
for the petition to the postoffice department asking for the early erection of the new federal building in
Las Vegaa. Two copies have been
prepared, one for the West side and
one for "new town," and today the actual labor of getting signatures was

SWEET CORN
CONCORD

GRAPES

50c per Basket
PEARS

PEACHES

CANTALOUPES
Rocky Ford and Native

started.
There is little reluctance on the
part of some who seem to fear that
it is a new political dodge. This is
not the case. It Is a civic movement
for the betterment of conditions in
which neither party fealty nor personal aggrandizement has any place.
The united populations of both
will be the beneficiaries and
the city will be beautified by one
There
more imposing " structure.
should be no hesitancy among the
residents of either municipality in
signing, as there is no "migger in the
wood pile," and a few yards of signatures will have weight with the
department in determining its course.
Following the campaign that was
launched earier in the week many
business men have addressed letters
to the postmaster general urging him
to take the matter out of turn and
settle It at once, and others are urged to follow the lead of these energetic pioneers. It would seem that
if the community at large would make
it the business of the day to help forward the movement the building
would soon loom up as an accomplished fact.

WATERMELONS

JOHN II. YORK

The Roller Mills are now running xasssaaz
on Turkey Red wheat shipped In from
Maxwell and French. All kinds of cently one of the pack of dogs that
has been cutting up something scanflour, bran and shorts now on hand.
dalous around the streets, dropped out
Adv.
of line long enough, to break bunny's
For the best knee pants, go to
Creenberger's. Adv.
A horde of grasshoppers nas infestEdward D. Gallegos, a prominent ed the city. The Optic has no objeccitizen of Las Vegas, had a difficult tions so long as they confine their
operation for a serious eye trouble operations to the persons and propperformed yesterday by Br. Tanus at erty,, of others; but when they delibSt. Vincent's sanitarium,
Santa Fe erately and with malice aforethought
New .Mexican.
hop their .pestiferous way down a
collar, as happened this
Photoplay tonight and Saturday, morning, we call loudly for the supfour reels Hearst Selig war pictures. port of the Society for the Prevention
Mary Pickford and a two-ree- l
Essany, ol Crime.
"A Gentleman of Leisure." Admission
5 and 10 cents.
Adv.
Two weary wanderers of a rather
different type visited the city yesterThere is no particular reason to day. They were tramps; yes, but one
fear an early or a hard winter, but was a woman, and put of courtesy to
when a mackinaw appeared on the the sex, it were kinder not to apply
streets this morning it gave rise to the term. They are en Toute to Calithe thought that Christmas Is only a fornia, the man carrying 25 pounds in
THE ELKS' SMOKER
short four months away.
his pack and the woman 12. They
The smoker announoea by the Elks
average ten miles a day, and when for Saturday night is to be strictly
Mr. E. A. Jones of the
asked how they get their living re- for the little boy Elks. This time the
Monument Co. of Albuquerque will be plied that they "beg, borrow or steal" little lady Elks will have to stay
in Las Vegas until Saturday. All those what they need.
home and mind the baby, or do other
wishing to purpose monuments or
kinds of fancy work. Of course there
have lettering cut on monuments alThere is at least one lino of busi- will be refreshments, chiefly elks' milk
ready erected call him at Hotel La ness that is glad thai, it has not much for the constitutions of tho guests,
Pension. Adv.
of a foreign trade just now. One of and a rattling program) of fun and
th.- - lewrgo - lDflurtnoa
amjtanloa has froiiu wm ue rendered. Jt is not
Photoplay Theater tonight and Sat sent out circulars setting forth the often that the lodge gives a strictly
sfa smoker, and the members are
urday, the first European war pictures fact that among a population of
in Hearst Selia news. Adv.
people it has in force only determined to make the best of this
125,956 policies, and of these 72 per opportunity
Apropos Elkdom, a comExaminations are being held today cent are held by women, ministers,, mittee has been appointed to arrange
by tho county hoard of education at judges, government officials and peo- for a bowling tournament to be held
which 27 aspirants are in attendance ple over 50 years of age. These of so'me time next month. The
alleys
The teachers taking the third grade course are ineligible for military
already have been put in excellent
tests will finish sometime this ofter-noocondition, and enthusiasm is at fever
but those In the other grade's
heat.
will have to continue their work perWhat Rush Razee didn't do with a
HARVEY'S TS OPEN
pistol, a rifle and a shotgun at the
haps all day tomorrow.
Seaside Gun club grounds, yesterday
34th season of this famous moun
Yesterday afternoon a little boy afternoon, in the line. of fancy shoot tain resort Carriage out every Sat
who was riding on the tall gate of an ing, would be easier telling than what nrday morning, returning following
express wagon had a norrow escape he did do. When a man takes a re- Friday;
charges J10.00. transnorta.
from death. As the wagon rounded volver in his fist and gets an aim on tion, $1.00.
Special rates for longa corner at a rapid rate the gate fell the target with the aid of three mir er time. Address East Las
Vegas.
and the little fellow was thrown to the rors and hits the bull the first pop, Box B. Leave orders at
Murphey'e
ground, the hem of his overalls catch 11 is, as Lir. vvatson would say, "mar or Plaza hotel. Adv.
ing on the hook that was supposed velous." But taking a pistol in each
to hold the gate In place, and drag hand, firing them simultaneously and
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
ging him .probably 50 feet before the breaking two small disks In the
team was stopped. The boy was bad ground, is getting a double' line on FOR SALE
Furniture, heating stove
ly shaken up but Beemed to have sus- targets. But his pistol work was not and chickens. Call at 1018 Grand ave
a
tained no serious injury. His name
patch to his rifle and shotgun work
nue.
was not learned.
With a .22 caliber Remington rifle he
peppered small objects in the air, FOR SALE Cheap, furniture for a
At the regular meeting of the Las such as marbles, disks and washers.
three room house; only used four
Vegas council of the Knights of Co From the Bridgeport (Conn.) Tele
months. 411 Eighth street.
lumbus last night It was decided to
gram:
arrange for a suitable observance of
FOR RENT
furnished houu'se
Columbus day, which falls on MonNOTICE TO THE PUBLIC
nice and clean. Investment and
l will reopen my dairy and start
day, October 12. The Knights will gq
Agency
Corporation, phone Main
in a body to Holy Communion on the' selling milk September 1. Good milk
40.
morning of the preceding Sunday. On and courteous treatment guaranteed.
Columbus day proper there will be
George W.' Leeming Adv.
FOR RENT Furnished
rooms for
either a dance to which the people of
921 Lincoln.
light
housekeeping.
Las Vegas will be invited or a social
Automobile stage line to Mora tri
for the Catholic people of the
at
weekly,
Tuesday, Thursday and Satcity,
Lost Keys. Finder please phone
which the Knights will be hosts. A urday, leaving Las Vegas postoffice or return to
Optic office.
committee was appointed for the pur- 8 a, m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m.
pose of arranging the details of the Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas FOR SALE 30 or
40 empty flour bar
celebration!.
5:45 p. m. Fare for round trip, $5;
rels. White Wool Scouring Mills.
one way, $3. Round trip tickets good
Marshal Coles Is bemoaning the for one week. H. B. Hubbard,
WANTED Clean cotton rag
Prop
loss of one of his pet rabbits from the U9 Railroad avenue.
Phone Main 397 Oprto office
city hall lawn. On a dark night re-Adr
Jones-Bower-

National Republican Committeeman
Charles A Spless and Herbert Clark,
of the state republican
central committee, who stayed over
in Santa Fe after the close of the
convention to help arrange the campaign program, returned today on
train No. 10., The good word they
bring is that peace and harmony
reign throughout the party and that
whatever breaches may have existed
before the convention are now healed
without so much as a scar to show
that they ever existed.
From what they say this is especially true of Bernalillo county, where
Jeeus Romero has laid down his arms,
or rather, has enlisted under the ban

TIRES

PROGRESSIVES

HOLD

PRIMARY

The progressive party held Its primary last night at the city hall for
the purpose of choosing delegates
to attend the state convention to be
r eld at Belen on September 3. A. C.
Erb acted - as chairman and Frank
Fries as secretary.
The delegation,
13
composed of A. C. Erb, Frank Fries,
William H. Heath, Gus Peterson, Perry Onion, Margarito Romero, Dr. F.
D. Howe and Charles Lloyd.
Before
adjourning the primary passed a resolution endorsing the stand of the
state central committee to put a full
ticket in the field and not to fuse
with either of the old parties. The
primary was not largely attended.

,tm

TUBES

THE GRAAF & IIAYWARD

11 STORE

n

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
ed for the auto.
ALL WORK DONE

30 Ei
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Clean

or Dye
your old

Garments
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AT OUR SHOP

The Las Vegas Automobile
'and Machine Shop
Headquarters for Baby Busies
WE CAN PLEASE
YOU III STYLE
.:..v-;-

AND PHSGE

v

IT

1

We are exclusive agents
for the famous Sidway

.r-

-

XrJi

Guaranteed
against everything for
two years.
Go-Cart- s.

J.

C.

JOHNSEN & SON

"Complete - Home - Furnishers."

Fords Don't Last
Lonjj in this Altitude!

A Car of
ill
fell

pi
S

ill

Our llcxt Oar Load should

he hero this week.

Don't buy a Ford because it's a
cheaper car. Buy It because

it will
it's a better
do the work of the others at
half the cost because you can
always get back In your Ford.
car-beca- use

CHAS. ILFELDCO.

LET US

We wish. to announce that in our new store we have added a
line of Furniture and Rugs. Buying for Spot Cash, taking advantage of every cash discount, combined with the very little
extra expense this department will cause, enables us to quote
most interesting prices.

o
oK

need-

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

s

Furniture and Rugs

O
O

and COFFEES

We are Sole Agents.

Eor the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller Non-Ski-

1

CHASE & SANBORN'S
TEAS

LAS VEGANS ADDRESS WASHINGTON REGARDING FEDERAL
BUILDING

FRESH TOMATOES

HOI
At l tie Home of

ROCK

PLYMOUTH

FANCY

Hotel

day.

FOR SPEEDY

MARKET

ACTION

Old Taylor Whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.
Club breakfast
Adv.
Romalne.

PETITION PRAYS

Q ATORDAY'

COUNTY

com-munlti-

90c
per box
Pears per box
$1.00
Cantaloupes per crate $1.50

15he

NEWS

The Ladies' Aid society of the First
Christian church will hold a bakery
sale Saturday, September 5.

Another Lot of
es
Those

Lots Of Fine
Native Fruit

LOCAL

ner of the reunited party to support
the republican candidates for all the
offices that are to be voted for next
Nestor Montoya, E. A.
November.
REPUBLICANS HAPPY !
Mann and E. Sanches will be candi
dates for the legislature In that counTHEY ARE WORKING FOR THE ty and are assured of the undivided
support of all the men who formerly
GOOD OF THE PARTY, IS
constituted
the fighting factions.
REPORT

BERNALILLO

--

WE CAN PLEASE YOU

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

An Optic Want Ad Will Get
What You Want

When You Want It
"'

T'B''Hf

